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　　Though　nearly　nine　yehrs　separate．’the　writing　of　the　two・plays，　and
their　authorg　prefer　essentially　different　modes　of　dramatic　expfession，　it
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（1）
may　well　be　that　The　Prisoner（ゾSθ60％ゴノ1露鰍θis　Neil　Simon’s　comedy
　　　．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　．．　　　　．1　　．　（2）counterpart　to　Edward　Albee，s　仰「ho’s　A」fraid　6ゾy〃giniaフ区ooゲ～　Both
ゴ1・y・d・al　with　th・i11・・f　mid－tw6hti・th　ce・t・｝y　Ameri・a…ci・ty，　wi，th
the　conflict　between　illusionafy，　sterile　and　impotent　values　and　solutions
which　are　inadequat6　td　the　task　of　dealing　with　real　life　crises　or　the
上arsh　rとaiity　of　being　Iniddle－aged　and　ih　dang．er　of　losing　one’s　position・’
possessions　and　most　importantly　self－esteem．　Both　plays　take　up　the
theme　of　modern　western　man’s　ihability　to　communicate　with　his　fellow
lnanごNeither　play　offers　either　its　pro’tagonists　or　its　audiences　easy
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　l　　　L　　ロ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　：　　bromidic　solutions　for　these　proble血s．　Rather　both　authors　conclude
that　what　hope　there　is　for　twentieth－century　American　society　lies　in
Anlericans　casting・off　their　delusions　of　conventional　solutions　to　all　prob・
1ems　and　seeing　those　problems　and　themselves　as　they　really　are．　Both
dramatists　also　see　this　as　but　the　first・step　in’the　proceSs　of　spiritual
rebirth　and　neither　guafantees　any　succeSs　in　the　search．
　　Albee　had　used　shock　tactics（The　Zoo　Story）ahd　parody　and　satire
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〈The　American　Dream）in　previous　attempts　to　develop　these　themes．　In
耳「乃o’εノ1fraid　げア〃giniaア区ooげ2　he　retains　these　elements　but　adds
superb　character　developm2nt　and　interaction　along　with　natura1，　vital
and　idiomatic　dialog　to　establish　empathic　as　well　as　intellectual　contact
with　his　audiences．　Simon　who　is　dealing　with　the　samg　themes　for　the
五rst　time　likewise　gives　us　excellent　character　development　and　delinea・
tion（though　his　people　are　Iess　distinctive　than　Albee’s），　vital　dialogs
and　the　intellectual　detachment　of　co田edy　in　an　effort　to　achieve　the
same　goals　of　empathic　as　well　as　intellectual　response　from　the　audi・
ence．　Though　the　emphasis　of　the　two　dramatists　is　different　with　Albee，s
play　b3ing　predominantly　serious　and　Simっn’s　comlc，　the　net　result．is
that　the　two　works　exhibit　a　number　of　similarities　in　structure　and
technique　as　well　as　in　themes．　　　　　　　　　　　．．　　，
　　仰「乃o’3AfraidげVirg’inia　D「ooゲ～　debutted　in　New　York　at　the　Billy
Rose　Theatre　on　October　13，1961．　The　play　in　three　acts　traces　devel－
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opments　in　a　Iate　evening　after　a　party　get　together　among　its　four
characters，　George，　Martha，　Nick　and　Honey．　George　is　forty－six；Martha
is丘fty－two；Nick　is　thirty　and　Ho耳ey　is　twenty－six．　The　action　all　takes
place　at　the　home　of　the　former　married　couple，　George　and　Martha．
Each　act　of　the　play　has　a　sub－title　which　is　a　signi且cant　clue　to　its
role　in　the　development　of　Albee’s　themes．　Act　One　is　titled‘‘Fun
and　Games；”Act　Two　is“Walpuア8’isnabht”and　Act　Three　is“The
Exorcism．”
　　Act　One　introduces　us　to　the　characters　of　the　play，　its　background
and　Albee’s　first　theme　which　is　that　Americans　are　merely　going　through
the　motions　of　living；playing　a　sterile　game　as　it　were－a　game　or　set
．of　games　whose　goals　are　the　destruction　of　self　and．　each　other　spiri－
tually　and　perhaps　physically　and　mentally　as　we11．　George　is　a　Iecturer
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in　History　at　a　small　easterll　college．　This　establishes　him　in　the　minds
of　American　audiences　as　a　member　of‘‘the　establishment．”　His　position
and　his　periodic“surrenders”to　Martha　and　by　proxy　to　her　father　in　the
course　of　their　continual　verbal　battling　demonstrates　that　he　is　a　con－
formist．　His　actions　and　words　show　us　that　he．has　rebellious　inclina・
tions　and　retains　a　measure　of　self－respect．　His　childlessness　indicates
that　he　may　be　physically　sterile，　and　his　bowing　to　the　wishes　of　his
father－in－1aw，　who　is　prとsident　of　the　university，　in　not　publishing　a　con－
troversial　novel　indicates　that．he　is　spiritually　sterile　as　well．　As　Ronald
Hayman　succinctly　points　out　in　his　critical・study　of　this　work，“＿he
．carefu11y　calculates．what　gestures　of　protest　he　can　afford．　．．．　he　has
．too　much　self－respect　tQ　become．an　out　and　out　conformist，　but　he　has
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not　been　brave　enough　to　opt・out　all　together．”　His　name，　George，　taken
from　the　George　in　George．Washington　shows　us　that　Albee　conceives
of　him　as　the　symbol　of　America’s・intellectual　leadership；aleadership
that　knows　what　is　right　but　lacks　the　moral・courage　to　try　to　do　some
thing　about　it．　　　　　　　．　　　　　㍗　　　　　　　・
　　Those　who　are　familiar　with　Albee’s　works　know　Qf　his　penchant　for
mysogynism．　Martha　is，　as　Ronald　Hayman　reports，“partly　descended
from　the　outsize　horror　Mommies　of　The．　Sandろox’and　The　American
　　　　　　　　（4）
Dream＿”　Albee　describes　her　physically　as“alarge，　boistrous　woman，
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ample　but　not且eshy”．　However，　Martha　is　no　mere　character　sketch．
She　can　be　hurt　as　well　as　hurt　others．　She　dominates　George，　but　she　needs
him　more　than　he　needs　her．　The　games　she　and　George　play　with　each
other　demonstrate　that　their　love　and　affection　for　each　other＿twisted
though　it　may　be弓is　deep　and　mutua1．　Martha’s　name　also　derives　from
that　of　the丘rst　First　Lady，　Martha　Washington，　and　so　by　extensiQn　she
also　reprらsents　contemporary　American　women．　As　Ronald　Hayman　relates
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Lee　Baxandall　as　saying，“Martha　is　an　apotheosis　of　consumerism．
With　her　teeth‘1ike　a　cocker　spaniel，’she　chews　up　icb　cubes，　drinks，
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George，　the’凾盾浮獅〟@men　of　the　faculty．”　Martha’s　character　is　neither　as
complex　or　as　interesting　as　George’s．　This　is　mainly　becaus60f　Albee’s
myopia　toward　female　characters，　but　for　the　first　time　in　one　of　his．
plays　we　have　an　Albee　female　with　whom　the　audience　can　at　least
empathize　to　the　point　of　pitying　as　well　as　recoiling　in　horror　or，　more
importantly，　at　least　accepting　as　a　legitimate　human　being．
　　Nick　and　Honey，　the　other　younger　married　couple，　afe　intended　as
foils　for　the　older　couple　and　as　the　dramatic　inducement　for　the　action
and　evolution　of　the　plot．　Nick　is　a　biologist，　young　and　handsolne；a
anewcomer　to　the　faculty．　Physically，　he　is　everything　that　George　is
not．　Spiritually，　he　has　completely　surrendered　to　the．　system　and　is
even　more　sterile　than　George，　who　at　least　retains‘≠高?≠唐侮me　of　self－
respect　by　carefully　parcelling　out　his　rebellions．　Honey　is　a　potential
Martha　but　without　the　wit　even　to　engage　in　the　verbal　games　by　means
of　which　Martha　flaggelates　and　feeds　on　George．　Honey　operates　at　a
more　animal　level．　She　dominates　Nick　by　means　of　her　money　and　her
body　rather　than　by　means　of　her　mind　and　force　of　personality．
　　As　the　play　opens　George　and　Martha　return　home　after　a　faculty
party　where　they　have　just　Inet　Nick　and　Honey　who　are　new　to　the
university．　Martha　has　invited　them　over　for　a　drink．　While　waiting
for　their　guests　to　make　an　appearanごe，　Martha　and　George　immediately
launch　into　one　of　their　games　with　Martha　attempting　to　seduce　George
into　bed　and　George　deftly　avoiding　it　by　pretending　to　the　opposite．
Their　exchanges　are　swift　and　e皿barrassing　but　also　funny　and　indicatlve
of　their　emotional　interdependence．　When’mick　a d　Honey　arrive　they
continue　their　game　of　verbally・・．．．flaying　the　hide　ofE　each　other　and
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and　enjoying　it．．．’！At丘rst　Nick　and幽Honey，　like　the　audience，　are　em－
barrassed　by’all　this　and　try　to　ignore　it．　HQwever，　as　more　alcohol　is
consumed　a且d　as　George　and　Martha　press　their　attack丘rst　Nick　and
then　eventually　even・Honey　join　in；・　”　　．　　　　　　　’　　　　　　幽
　　George　first　takes　on　Nibk　in　a　verb自l　battle　of　wits　Which　ends　in　d
draw．’Maftha　reenters　the．fray　with　a　story　of　how　she　bnce　bloodied
George’s．’nose　in　a　boxing　match　after　he．refused　to　enter　the血g　with
her　fathもr，　th6　president　6f　th6・university．’This．embarrasses　George　as
it　was　intended　to，　and　he　Counter・attacks・by’shootin’〟@Martha　with　a　toy
shotgUn；Martha　Who　appreciates　the　’humQr　of　this・．kisses　George　and
then　becomes　angry　again　Vihen　he　rejects　her．advances．　She　once　agai血
countさrs　bY　PIaying　up．to　Nick．”Martha　brings　up　the　subject　of　their
imaginary　son　and　implies　that　perhaps幽Ge6rge　is　not．the・father．　Georgb
responds’b凵E・1aunching　a　verbal　attack　on・Martha’s　father　whom　he・des。
cribe＄as　a　white血ousei’MartHa　60unters壷i｛h　the‘story　of　their　court4
ship．　This　leads　to　Martha　revealing　that　her　father　had　been　grooming
Georgelfor・th6　position』’of　head　of　the　history‘・’departmeht　and　6ventually
of　th6　university．℃eorge，’however，　has・slowly　sabotaged．these　dream＄
over　the　years．　She　calls　him’a且op，　and　George．smashe忌abottle七〇n
the　bar．’Martha　continues　her　attack，　tt　and…GeQrge　responds　by　singing
Who’s　afraid　of　Virginia　Woolf？in　an　effort・to　drown－her　out．　He　is．
almost　in　tears．’Honey　is丘na11y　overcQme　bylall　this　emotional　turmoil
and　drinking　and　rush6s　off　to　the　bathroQm　to　be．sick　as　Act　One　ends．
　　Act　Two　opens　with　the　guests　coming　to　the　counter　attack．　Nick
tells　George　that　he　and　his　wife　should　carry　on　their　verbal　brawls　in、
priVate（WhiCh　is「at　．thiS　pOint　SOmething・many　Memb6rS　Of　the・aUdience
are　probably　alsσ’hoping　for）．　This’directness　seems　to．100sen　the　tw（＞
men　up　somewhat，．aロd　Nick　goes　on　to　reVeal・；that　he’Inarried幽Honey
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when　he　thought　she　had　becolne　pregnant．　Later，　it　turned　out　that
she　had　only　had　a　hysterical　pregnancy　and　no　children　resulted．　George
responds　by　telling　Nick　the　story　of　a　young　boy　who　accidently　kills
his　mother　with　a　shotgun　and　later　his　father　in　an　automobile　accident．
This　story，　which　Albee　never　fully　explains，「』is．relevant　because　it　was
incorporated　into　the　novel　that　George　wrote　but　which　his　father－in－1aw
forced　him　not　Co　publish．　The　two　men　become‘‘chummier，，　though
George　warns　Nick　he　is　only　trying　to　draw　him　out　and　Nick　finally
confesses　that　it　is　his　intention　to　advance　at　the　university　by　all　avai1・
able　means，　including　going　to　bed　with　the　wives　of　in且u6ntial　professors
if　necessary．　George　agrees　with　Nick’s　methods　but　tries　to　warn　him
of　what　his　goals　wiU　eventually　do　to　him．　This　angers　Nick，　and　soon
the　two　men　are　squaring　off　for．　another　round．　L　」
　　At　this　point　Martha　and　Honey　reenter　the　fray．　Honey　alludes　to　her
pre－marital　pregnancy　which　she　calls“appendicitis’1．　Martha　accuses
George　of　making　Honey　and　their　son　sick．　George　counters　by・accus・
ing　Martha　of　always　fondling　the　boy．　Martha　retaliates　by　cuddling　up
to　Nick　after　Honey　has　drunkenly　suggested　that　they　dance．　When
her　actions　fail　to　su伍ciently　impress　George，　Martha　begins　to　reveal
that　the　story　George　told　Nick　was　included　in　his　novel　waきn’t　rea11y
astory　but　actually　happened　to　George－i卑plying　that’he　killed　his　own
mother．　George　tries　to　stop　Martha　and　actually　grabs　her　by　the　throat．
Nick　is　forced　to　intervene　and　knock　George　to　the　floor．　George　now
returns　for　his　revenge　by　saying　the　following：　　　　　　　、．・・
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　曇
　　　　“1’ve　got　it！1’11　teU　you　what　game　we’11　Play．．We’re　done　with
　　　　Humiliate　the　Host．＿this　round　anyway＿we’re　done　with　that．．．
　　　　and　we　don，t　want　to　play　Hump　the　Hostess，　yet．．．not　yet．．．so　I
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　　　　know　what　we’11　play＿We’11　play　a　round　of　Get　the　Guests．
　　George　then　proceeds　to　tell　Martha　that　he　has　writt6n　a　new・nove1，
and　in　it　he　describes　what　Nick　has　told’him　about　why　he　married
Honey．　Honey　is　horri丘ed　that　Nick　would　reマeal　something　so　illtimate・
and　flees　to　the　toilet　once　again．　Nick　pursues　her，　all　the　while　vow・
ing　revenge　against　George．　　　・　　　・
　　George　and　Martha　are　now　alone　again．　George　says　Martha　should
be　bleased　with　his　style．・She　responds　that　it　only　makes　her．　i11．　George
attacks　her　for　attacking　him　all　eVening．　Martha．responds　that　that　is
the　reason’he・married　her．　He　wants　someone．’td　feed．his．masodhism．・
They　are．too　tired　and　drunk　to　make　peace．　They　have　this　evening
五nally　gone　too　far　for　reconciliation．　As　they　join　battle　once　again　Nick
returns．　Martha　seduces　Nick．　George　sees．them，　but　rather　than　stop
them　he　ignores　theln．　This　makes　Martha　even　angrier，　and　she　takes
Nick　off　into　the　kitchen　to・make　love．　George丘nally　breaks．．　down　and
shows　his　true　feelings　by　thrQwing　a　book　against　the　door；　This　wakes
up　Honey　who　has　been　sleeping　in　the　bathroom，　and　she　returns　to
confess　to　George　that　she．never　really　wanted　any．children，　and　on　this
note　Act　Two　ends．　　　・　．　　　　　　　　　　　　・　．　・　　　　　　．
　　Act　Three　opens　with　Martha　delivering　a　speech　in　which　she　pities
her・father，－herself　and　George．　Nick　feturns，　and　we　learn　that　he　was
too　impotent　to　be　successful　with　Martha．．　Martha伽ally　confesses　that
George　is　the　only　man　who　has　ever　made　her　happy．’George　who　has
been　outs三de　at　the　beginning　o五the　act　returns　w量th　flowers　he　claims
were　stolen　from　his，father－in・1aw’s　greenhouse．　Martha，，still　feeling　the
urge　to．bait　George，　tries　to．pretend　that　she　and　Nick．had　a　good　time，
and　George　responds　by　throwing　the且owers　at　them　one　at　a　time　like
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small　spears．　Finally，　he　insists　on　having　Qne．1ast　game　called‘‘Bringing
Up　Baby．”Martha　senses　a　threat　and　tries　to　stop　him　from　talking
qbout　the　son．　George　persi＄ts，　however，　and．soQn　Martha　takes　ovβr
the　narrative．　They　describe　hi串ch翼dhood，　illnesses，　toys曾tc。　T1｝en　a＄
Martha　gets　carried　away　with・her　recital　George　begin§to　reciteψ砂．
Latin　burial　service　of　the　Catholic　Church．　Fipally，　George　announces、
that　while　Nick　and　Martha　were　engaged　in．the　kitchen　a．telegram　ar－．
rived　telling　them　that　their　sQn　was　dead．　When　he　is．　unable　tQ　ex－
hibit　the　telegram，　Nick　at　last　realizes　the　truth，　and　they¢onfess　t．hat’
the　child　was　imaginary．　The　ganle　is　over，　Martha　is　saddened　by　its
end，　but　George　comforts　her　and　te11s　her　that　in　spite　of　her　fear　Qf
Virginia　Woolf，　the　illusioロkiller，　they　will　perhaps　be　better．off．・．bec3use
they　know　must　learn　to　depend　only　on　each　other’and　no　IQnger℃an
rely　on　false　dreams　and　illusions．
　　The　Prison〃ρ∫Second／1びθ矧6　wa．s　apparently　written　during．1970一
ユ971．It　was　first　perfQrmed　at　the　Eugene　Q’Nei11　Theater，　New　York
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City　on　NQvember　U，工971　and．ran　for　78Q　Performa無ces．　Three　Qf
Simon’s　plays　have　had　longer　runS，　but　this　is＄tUI　a　Very　respectable
且gure　and　indicative　of　the　play’s　popularity　and　topicality．・
　　The　entire　action　of　the　play．takes　place　over　a　perigd　Qf　nearly．five
months　fl”oM　late　July　to　December．in　the　Manhattan　aPartnlent　Qf・iMet
and　Edna　Edison．．Simon．　describes　the　aPartment　・as　fQllows：
‘‘ she　14th　floQr　apartment　in　one　Qf　those’prosaic　new－apartment
houses　that　grQw　like　mushroQlns　all・over　New　York’s　overpriced
East　Side．　This　one．．　is　Qn　SecQnd　Ave糞ue　iロ　the　upper、・eighties．
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The　managemeht　call　thiS　a丘ve　and　a　half　r60m　apartment．　What
is　visible　to　us　is　the　living　room－dining　room　combination，　a　small
airless　and　windowless　kitchen　off　the　dining　room，　a　French　door
that　leads　to　a　tiny　balcony　or　terrace　off　the　living　room，　and　a
small　hallway　that　leads　to　two　bedrooms　and　bathroolns．　This　par・
ticular　dwelling　has　been　the　home　of　Mel　and　Edna　Edison　for　the
‘past　six　years．　What．they　thought　they　were　getting　were　all　the
modern　Iuxuries　and　comforts　of　the　smart，　chic　East　Side．　What
they　got　is　paper　thin　wa11s　and　a　view　of丘ve　taUer　buildings　from
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their　terrace．’，　　　　　　　r
　　The　setting　of　the　play　is　r6flected　in　its　title　and　plays　an　integra1
やart　in　the　action．　In　mbderh　American　folk　mythology　New　York　City’s
Manhattan　upper　East　Side　represents　the　epitome　of　failed　expectatlons；
spiritual　and　borderline　mat6rial　povefty　paper6d　over　with　a　thin　veneer
of　marginal　success，　and．　a田uence．　The　truely　wealthy　have　homes　in　the
suburbah　burroughs　and　the　spiritually　amuent　would　never　Iive　in　cities
anyway．　By　th“e’standards　ahd　dreams　of　his　youth　Mel　should　count
himself　a　wealthy　mah．　Instead，　what　he　has　is　a　holne　identical　to
thousands　of　others　with　a　mtiltitude　of　imperfectio血s　noneδf　whibh　are
major　enough　to　prompt　a　Inove　but　which　instead　nag　at　the　spirit　day
after　day；nionth　afte士month；year　after　year．　The　prison　on　Second
A・・nu・i・’E1・w　P・玉・・n　t・t・aditi・n・1・・Americap・・1・…It・p・per　thi・
walls　mbah　a　lack’of　the　privacy　so　necessary　to　the　nourishment　of
American　soul§．’．　Its　lack　of　a　view　stifles　the　pioneer　spirit　broughtロp
on　llmitless　horizons，　its　i皿perfections　are’an　affront・to　the　dignity　of
meh　and　women　who．tamed　a　continent　and　buiit　・the　world’s　moSt　power－
ful　nation　with　their・own　hands．．Yet　they　have　been　told　that　this　apart－
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ment　is　a　symbol　of　the　Material　succ合ss　that　has　also　been　a　goal　of
that　American　dream．　　　　』　　　　　　』　　　　　　　　　　層
　　Nor　can　Mel　and　Edna　simply　pu王l　up　stakes　and　move　on　as　the　pio－
neers　did．　First，　they　have　no　assurance　that　they　would　r6ally　find　any－
thing　better．　Second，　any　truely　quality　dwelling　in　the　city　would　cost
more　than　they　can　afford　or　be　prohibitably　distant．　Third，　quality　at
aprice　they　could　afford　would　probably　Iack　the　necessary　symbolic
prestige　to　reassure　them　that　they　have　been“winners　in　the　rat・race
of　life．”　Of　course，　they　as　most　Americans，　fail　to　realize　that　one　of
the　fundamental　causes　of　their　frustration　and　insecurity　is　the　felt　need
to　have　such　material　symbols　of　individual　dignity　as　human　beings．
　　Before　moving　on　to　a　description　of　the　action　of　the　play　and　con－
sideration　of　its　themes，　it　might　be　worthwhile　to　note　in　passing　that
readers　and　observers　from　other　cultures　may　not　perceive　the　same
messages　in　th6　setting　described　here　as　Amerlcans　would．　Certain正y，
by　standards　prevailing　in　most　parts　of　Japan　and　especially　in　Tokyo
the　Edisons　are　inordinately　fortunate．　By　standards　in　most　of　the　rest
of　the　world　they　would　be　filthy　rich．　The　setting　takes　on　its　true
significance　only　when　compared　and　contrasted　with　the　expectations
they　have　for　and　the　value　Americans　place　on　their　homes　as　symbols
of　their　individual　success　and　worth．
　　The　play　opens　on　a　hot　summer）s　night　in　July．　Mel　is　suffering
from　insomnia．　Edna　rises　and　attempts　to　comfort　him．　Initially　Me1
．reassures　her　that　he　is　all　right　and　she　starts　to　return　to　bed，　but　his
actions　and　remarks　soon　make　it　clear　that　he　is　indeed　in　need　of　some－
one　to　hear　his　complaints．　And　complaints　there　are．　He　complains
about　the　malfunctioning　air　conditioning，　the　noise　outside　and　from
next　door，　the　improperly　fiushing　toilet，　the　odor　of　uncollected　garbage
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on　the　street＄belgw，　hiゴindigestion　and　bven　the　hardness　of　the　furni－
ture　and　thd幽type　of　cushions　placed　6n　the　sofa．　We　soon　come　to
suspect　that　his　seeming　paranoia　probably　has　deeper　roots，　but　for　now
it　seems　to　be　focused　on　his　environment　in　general　and　in　particular　on
the　noise　seeping　in　from　the　apartment　of　two　stewardes6es　from　Luft－
hansa　who　are　partying　next　door．　In　the　course　of　his　ravings　we　learn
that　Mel　has　already　atte血pted　the　conventional　contemporary　solutions
to　his　ptoblems－six　years　of　psychotherapy　with　a　price　tag　of＄23，000
and，　on　thi＄particular　evening，　two　valium　tranq’浮奄撃奄嘯奄獅〟@tablets－and
found　them　insuMcient．　Edna　suggests　a　vacation，　and’奄氏@the course　of
this　exchange　we　realize　that　the　immediate　cause　of　his　insomnia　is　his
fear　of　losing　his　job．　His　protests　rise　in　volume　until　the　phone　rlngs，
and　the　partying　stewardesses　are　on　the　line　to　complain　about　the　noise
from　Mel，s　apartment．　This　incident　escalates　into　a　wall　pounding　battle
between　the　stewardesses　and　Edna　under　MePs　supervision．　The　curtain
descends　as　a　newscaster　routinely　reports　a　hospital　workers’strike，　an
increase　in　burglaries　and　a　threat　to　pollute　the　city’s　water　supplies．
　　Scene　one　thus　sets　the　Scene　and　establishes　the　proper　tension　for
the　inciting　action　of　scene　two．　As　the　curtain　rises　and　the　words　of
the　newscast　are　still　fresh　in　our　ears，　we　di6cover　that　the　Edison
apartment　has　been　burglarized　with　everything　of　value　removed　and
the　room　in　total　disorder．　Edna　is　on　the　phone　to　the　police．　She　soon
retreats　to　another　room，　and　Mel　appears．　At且rst，　he　is　oblivious　to　every－
thing．　When　he丘nally　takes　notice　his且rst　question　is　to　ask　Edna
whether　the　maid　has　been　in　to　clean　up．　After　Iearning　of　the　burg－
1ary　he，　as　well　as　Edna，　seek　release　from　their　troubles　in　the　prescibed
contemporary　fashion　by　trying　to　take　a　couple　of．　tra且quilizers　or　drinks
only　to　learn　that　these　also　have　been　takeh　by　the　thieves．　Mel　then
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turns　to　the　subject　of　how　the　thieves　could　have　gained　entry　to　the
apartment，　and　eventually　we　learll　that　Edna，　who　had　lost　her　apartment
key，1eft　the　door　unlocked　while　she　was　out　shopping．　Finally，　the
scene　reaches　a　climax　when　Mel　reveals　that　he　had　been丘red　several
days　previously，　and　now　at　age　47，　is　numbered　among　the　unemployed．
Insult　is　added　to　injury　when　as　Mel　goes　out　on　the　apartment　balcony
to　shout　h宝s　protest　to　the　world　the　tenant　above　them　douses　him　with
abucket　of　water．　This　incident　is　apparently　the　straw　that　breaks　the
back　of　the　prbverbial　came1，　and　Mers　mental　disintegratioll　begins　to
accelerate　from　this　point　on．
　　Act　Two　opens　some　six　weeks　later．　Edna　has　found　a　job　as　a　sec・
retary，　and　Mel　has　all　but　given　up　finding　something　for　himself．　Edna
has　just　returned　home　from　the　oMce　during　her　lunch　break　in　order
to　fix　Iunch　for　Mel　and　to　spend　a！ittle　tilne　With　him．　Mel　describes
his　boring　daily　routine　in　excruciating　detail　as　it　becomes　evident
that　his　neurosis　has　now　progressed　to　the　stage　of　acute　parnoia．　At
its　worst　point　this　is　symbolized　by　the　snow　shovel　he　has　purchased
in　preparation　for　taking　revenge　on　the　upstairs　tenant　w葺o　dumped
water　on　him　six　weeks　previously．　Edna　in　horror　decides　that　it　is
time　to　call　for　medical　help．　The　scene　ends　with　Edna　on　the　phone
with　th・p・y・hi・t・i・t・・M・1，・h・v・1　i・．^ nd，・h・・t…tth・wi・d・w
threatening　to　bury　his　upstairs　neighbor　under　three　feet　of　snoW　come
Wlnter．
　　Scene　two　of　the　second　act　opens　with　four　new　characters　on　the
stage．　These　are　Me1’s　older　brother，　Harry，　and　his　three　widowed　sis－
ters，　Pear1，　Pauline　and　Jessie．　They　have　all　gathered　at　Me1’s，　where
none　of　them　have　been　allowed　by　Edna　to　visit玉n　nine　years，　in　order
to　discuss　the　ways　in　which　they　might　help　Mel．　The　early　course　of
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the　dialog　between　the　sisters　reveals　that　they　are　all　over・protective，
slightly　scatterbrained　old　maids　who　spoiled　Mel　as　a　child　and　want　a
・chance　to　do　so　again．　This　is　evidently　the　sohrce　of　their　feud　with
Edna．　Harry，　wh．o　is　some　seven　years　older　than　Mel，　is　a　bit　more
down　t6．　earth，　but　he　too　is　looking　for　a　chanc6　t6　continue　taking
care　6f　his　baby’brother　though　he　continUally　complains　about　Me1’s
having　be6n　babied　and　is　jealous　of　never　having　been　the　favorite　him－
self。
　　Harfy　suggests’that　they　a11　contri馳te　to　help　With　Me1’s　medical　ex・
penses．　This　is　followed　by　a　long　discuss玉on　of　jugt　how　much　that
will　come　to　and　h6w　Much　each　should　contribute．　It　is‘evident　that
the　g量rls　and　H亀rry，　too，　are　willing　to　help　but．doゴt　want　to　have　to
make　any．　big　sacri且ces　to　do　it．　When　Edna　enters，　Harry　informs　her
of　thdr　decision。　Edna　protests　that　it　might　cost　as　much　as．＄25，000
to　cur6　Mel．　Harfy，　despite　s6me　reaction　from　the　sisters，　pledges　to
help　anyway．　Edna　says　Mel　would　never　allow’it．　Any寅ay，　she．can
handle　the　medical　expenses．　What　she　and　Mel　need　is　to　make　pro－
visions　for　taking　care　of　Mel　after　his　recovery．　She　believes　a　summer
camp’?盾秩@children　would　be　ideal　ahd　tisks　his　siblings　to　lend　them　the
＄25，000for　the　camp．　Harry　is且abbergast6d　by　the　id6a　of　anyone
spending　that　much　money　for　such　a　risky　illvさstmeht，　particularly　when
the　person　in　question　has　had　a　nervous　brbakdown．　He　refuses，　saying
in　his　haste　that　they　will　be　glad　to　help　Mel　as　sooll　aS　h6　gets　better．
Edna　becomes　angry　and　leave白the　room　in　a　huff．　Me1’returns　home
at　that　moment　ahd　walks　illto　the　kitchen　to　take’a．pill　without　even
acknowledging　the　presence　of　his　family。　When　he　returns　to、the　living
room，　they　aU　begin　to　talk　t6　him　as　though　he　were　deranged，　though
he　responds　in　a　tranquilized　but　otherwise　normal　fashion．　Finally，　as
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the　scene　closes　Mel　begins　to　advise　Harry　against．　working　too　hard．
　　The　ihterscene　newscast　informs　us　that　the　regular　newscaster　has
been　beaten　and　mugged，　and　that　the　usual　number　of　crimes　and　in－
cidents　are　continuing　to　plague　the．1ives　of　the　city’s　citizens　including
asea　colユision　which　causes　fiickering　in　the　Statue　of　Liberty’s　torch。
rhe　final　scene　of　the　play　opens　with　Edna　on　the　phone　complaining
about　the　lack　of　water童n　the　apartment　and　electricity　in　the　kitchen．
Mel　returns　as　she　hangs　up　and　begins　to　complain　about　his　psychii
atrist．　He　says　that　he　is　curing　himself　without　the　doctor’s　help，　and
that　he　can’t　stand　to　see　Edna　working　herself　into　early　old　age　just
to　pay　for　the　medical　bills．　Edna　responds　that　that　won’t　be　a　problem
anynlore　as　the　company　she　has　been　working　for　has　just　gone　out　of
business，　and　that　she　like　Mel　is　now　among　the　unemployed．　She　be－
comes　hysterical　in　an　almost　complete　reversal　of　Act　One　scene　1．　In
desperation　she　asks　who　will　take　care　of　them．　NIel　answers　that　he
wil1．　She　refuses　to　believe　that　he　is　recovered，　but　aUows　him　to　com・
fort　her　anyway．　She　goes　into　the　bathroom　to　await　for　the　retum
of　the　water．
　　At　thls　point　Harry　returns　and　informs　Mel　that　he　has　decided　to
give　them　the＄25，000　for　a　summer　camp．　Mel　refuses　say三ng．?
wouId　rather　be　independent．　Harry　begs　Mel　to　alIow　Harry　to　take
care　of　him．．　He　confesses　his　jealoUsy　of　Mel’s　being　the　favorite　and
relates　all　his　hardships　as　a　child．　Mel　offers　to　make　him　the　favorite．
Harry　insists　that　he　take　the　nloney，　and　Mel　offers　to　give　him　a　big
kiss　on　the　mouth．　Harry　retreats，五rmly　convinced　that　Mel　is　not　yet
recovered．
　　After　Harry’s　departure　Mel　ca11s　Edna　back　into　the　living　room　Where
he　confronts　her　with　his　humiliation　over　her　asking　his　family　for
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money．　Edna　responds．　that　it’翌≠刀@she　who’was　hulhiliated．and　had　to
face“the　Spanish　inquisition”while　Me1’was　out　taking　a　nice　tran・
quilized　walk　in　the　park．’An　argum6nt　ensue6，　and　the　wife　of　the
neighbor’upstdirs　shouts　down　td　bomplain　about　the　noise．　Edria　rushes
out　to　confr6nt　her．　The　woman　th士eate：ns　to　douse’them　if　they　don’t
shut　up．　Edna　c（∫unters’by　asking　Where　she　intends　to　get　the　water
since　all　the　water　to　the　apartmeht　house　ha6　been　shut　off．　Mel　pulls
Edna　back　inside　and　attempts　to　apologize　for　her　when　he　is　again
doused．　He　comeS　back　into　the’hbus6　where　this　ti血e　he　calmly　begins
to　towel　himself　dry．　Edna　is　impre3sed　by　his　calmness　and　coines　to
reali2e　that　he　has　more　thall　recovered，　he　has　grbwn　thro血倉h　his『e’x－
peri6nces．　At　this　point　snow　begi血s　to　fall，　and　they　both　gleefully’re－
trieVe　the　r　SnOW　ShOVel　in　antiCipatiOn．　Of　taking　their　r6Ven’ge　On　the
people　upstairs．　As　the　play　6nds，　they　strik6　a「垂盾re　from　G ant Wood’s
classic　paintillg／1merican　Go砺6，　symbolic　of　self－reliance　and　the　pioneer
spirit　they　have　recovered．　　　　　　　”
　　The　preceding　two　plot　summaries　have　gi》en‘ohly．the　bare　skeletons
of　the　two　plays．’I　would　now　like　to　discuss　both　i血more　depth　as　we
examih6　the　paralIels　in　structure，　technique　and　themes　common　to　the
two　works．　First，　we　can　note　that　Albee，s　three　act　structure　could　alsQ
be　applied　to　Simon’s　two　act；Scene　one　is　Simon’s　counterpart　of“FUIl
and　Games。”　Mel　and　Edna　do　engage　in　a　series　of　games　as　Mel　at－
tempts　to　vent　his　frustrations．・The且rst　game　he　plays　is“Complain
About　the　Apartment，”next　it　is‘‘Yell　at　the　Dog．”　After　an　interval　of
“Where　Can　We　Run”and“There　Is　No　Hope，”he　ends　the　act　with’a
round　of“Bang　on‡he　Wall．”Throughout　all　this　Mel　plays　Martha’s　part
and　Edna　is　more　passive　than　George　would　have　been：The　purposes
here　are　the　same　in．　both、　plays，・however．　The　games　serve　to　illustrate
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the　frustrations　and　spiritual　anxiety　of　the　protagonists，　to　reveal　char－
acter　and　background　and　most　importantly　to　demonstrate　the　close
emotional　interdependence　of　the　two　couples．
　　Albee’s　Act　Two　is“砿alsPurgisnacht．”Its　counterpart　in　Simon’s　play
begins　with　Act　One　scene　2　and　continues　though　Act　Two　scenes　l
and　2．　The　burglary　symbolizes　for　Mel　and　Edna　what　the　revelation
of　George’s　being　groomed　for　but　failing　to　receive　advancement　at　the
university　does　for　George　and　Martha．　It　represents　a　physical　attack
on　the　illusions　that　have　sustained　their　view　of　life．　The　apartment
on　2nd　Avenue　represents　success　in　modem　American　mythology．　The
chairmanship　of　the　history　department　likewise　represents　success　in　the
university　world．　The　violation　of　the　apartment　is　a　frontal　attack　on
Mel’s　and　Edna’s　self－con且dence．　So，　too，　is　the　loss　of　the　chairmanship
to　his　Iess　capable　r量val　a　blow　to　George’s　self－esteem　and　to　Martha’s
hopes　for　him．
　　Mel’s　humiliation　at　losing　his　job　after　twenty－two　years　para11els
George’s　having　his　father－in－law　reject　the　publish量ng　of　his　nove1．　Mel’s
humilation　and　pain　at　being　doused　with　a　bucket　of　ice・water　counter－
parts　Martha’s　revelations　about　the　car　accident　and　the　death　of　George’s
father．　MePs　subsequent　break－down　as　he　threatens　to　dump　snow　on
his　persecuters　parallels　George’s　physical　attack　on　Martha　fo110wing
her　revelations　concerning　the　nove1．　His　playing‘‘Get　the　Guest　is　the
catharsis　which　keeps　him　from　following　in　Me1’s　footsteps．
　　Act　Two　scene　three　parallels　Albee’s‘‘The　Exorcism．”Once　their　delu・
sions　are　gone　George　and　Martlla丘nd　as　do　Mel　and　Edna　that　they
have　only　themselves　to　depend　on．　For　Mel　and　Edna　it　is　the　revela・
t藍on　that　they　don’t　need　psychiatrists，　valium，　America，　jobs　or　gargoyles
to　have　happiness　and　self－esteem．　For　George　and　Martha　it　is　killing
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off　their　son　and丘nding　that　they　have　need　of　each　other　which　a－
chieves　the　same　result．
　　There　are　also　parallels　of　language　and　technique．　Most　obvious，　of
course，　is　the　great　amount　of　profanity　in　the　language　of　the　characters
in　both　plays．　Of　course，　Albee’s　people　use　it　much　more　viciously　than
Simon’s　do．　Next　there　is　the　contant　battling　between　the　main　charac－
ters．　Here　again　Mel　and　Edna　never　reach　the　scale　of　verbal　fireworks
that　George　and　Martha　do．　Most　important，　however，　are　similarities　in
themes　and　in　the　characters　expressions　of　those　themes．　Compare　for
example　the　following　speeches　in　which　George　and　Mel　speak　for　their
respective　authors　as　they　state　the　sources　of　their　frustrations　with
contemporary　American　society。
?
‘‘You　take　the　trouble　to　construct　a　civilization＿to．．．to　build　a
society，　based　on　the　principles　of　．・・of　principle…　you　endeavor　to
make　communicable＿you　endeavor　to　make　communicable　sense　out
of　natural　order，　morality　out　of　the　natural　disorder　of　man’s　mind
＿you　make　government　and　art，　and　realize　that　they　are，　must　be，
both　the　same＿you　bring　things　to　the　saddest　of　all　points＿to　the
point　where　there　is　something　to　Iose＿then　all　at　once，　through，　a11
the　music，　through　all　the　sensible　sounds　of　men　building，　attempt－
ing，　comes　the　Dies　Irae．　And　what　is　it　？What　does　the　trumpet
sound？　Up　yours．　I　suppose　there’s　justice　to　it，　after　all　the　years
　　　　　　　　　　（11）
．．．Up　yours．，，
Mel　Edison’s　prQse　is　less　eloquent　but　asks　much　the　same　question．
‘‘ she、　garbage　1　The　garbage　that　we　buy　every　year．　Useless，
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meaningless　garbage　that五11s　up　the　house　until　you　throw　it　out
down　there　and　it　becomes　garbage　andε彦inles　up　the　house．　For
ω肋’，Edna　P＿Two　dollars　worth　of　food　that　comes　in　three　do1－
lars　worth　of　wrapping．　Telephone　calls　to　find　out　what　time　it　is
because　you’re　too　lazy　to　look　at　a　clock＿The　food　we　never　ate，
the　books　we　never　read，　the　records　we　never　played．　Look　at　this！
Eight　and　a　half　dollars　for　a　musical　whiskey　pourer．　Eight　and　a
half　do〃drs！　God　forbid　that　we　should　get　a　little　bored　while
we’re　pouring　our　whiskey！Toys！Toys，　novelties，　gimmicks，　trivia，
garbage，　crap，　HORSHIT！1！＿Twenty・two　years　I　gave　them．　What
did　I　give　twenty・two　years　of　my　1三fe　forP　A　musical　whiskey
pourer　P　It’s　my　1旋that’s　been　poured　down　the　drain．　Where’s
the　music　？Where’s　a　cute　little　tune？They　kick　you　out　after
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twenty・two　years，　they　ought　to　have　a　God　damned　brass　band，”
Notice　that　not　only　are　George　and　Mel　asking　why　the　values　of　their
society　have　failed，　but　that　stylist三cally　their　authors　ask　the　questions
in　much　the　same　way。　There　are　the　mutual　references　to　music．
There　is　the　use　of　a　well　developed　metaphor　ending　in　profanity　as
the　victims　of　this　masquerade　vent　their　frustrations　at　being　deceived．
If　Mel　is　less　eloqueut　than　George　here，　it　is　at　least　in　part　because
Mel　is　an　advertising　account　executive（the　symbol　of　American　sterility
in　popular　contemporary　folklore）and　George　is　a　history　professor．　How・
ever，　there　is　eloquence　in　both　speeches．　Simon　has　had　to　tone　his
down　in　order　to　keep　Mel　from　sound垣g　presumptious．　He　needs　to
have　the　audience　identify　with　Mel　to　achieve　his　purposes．　Albee　must
use　a　more　indirect　route　by　using　trick　names　like　George．　We　are
impressed　by　Mel　because　he　rises　to　eloquence　in　his　distress．　George
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degenerates　to　profanity．　Simon’s　characters　use　profanity　as　their　pro－
test　against　attacks　on　their　self－esteeln．　Albee’s　people　may　feel　the
same　but　come　off　more　vicious　as　they　use　profanity　to　attack　and　deli－
berately　hurt　others．
　　In　Act　Two　scene　l　as　MePs　paranoia　reaches　its　peak　MePs　eloquence
returns　again　to　give　voice　to　what　he，　Simon　and　many　Americans　feel
is　happening　to　America．　Edna　asks　who　is　behind　the　plot　to　destroy
MeI，　and　he　replies，
‘‘QIt　is　the　human　race！＿It　is　the　sudden，　irrevocable　deterioration
of　the　spirit　of　Man．　It　is　Man　undermining　himself，　causing　a　self－
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wi11ed，　self・imposed，　self－evident　self　destruction．　That’s　who三t　is．”
　　Compare　this　with　Albee’s　statement　of　his　own　purposes　in　Thq∠4膨プゴ
can　Z）rea〃z　and　in　潤区ho，εノlfraid　oアVirginia　vaoolf～
‘‘ she　play　is　an　examination　of　the　American　Scene，　an　attack　on
the　substitution　of　artificial　for　real　vahles　in　our　society，　a　con・
demnation　of　complacency，　cruelty，　emasculation　and　vacuity；it　is
astand　aga董nst　the　fiction　that　everything　is　peachy・keen　in　this
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slipPing　land　of　ours．”
　　There　is　no　question　that　Albee’s　play　is　the　greater　work　of　liter・
ature．　His　people　are　more　alive．　He　consistently　deals　with　bigger
ideas。　His　goals　are　a　direct　challenge　to　complacency．　He　wallts　to
make　us　think．　Simon　operates　at　more　of　a　gut　level．　He　wants　us
to　identify　emotionally　with　Me1．　Both　authors　seek　condemnation　of
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the　society　that　afHicts　their　characters，　Simon　acheives　this　by　making
us　laugh　not　at　his　characters　but　at　that　society．　　One　of　the　best．
things　about　The　Prisoner（ゾSecondんenue　are　the　moments　of　extreme
empathy　we　feel　toward　Mel　and　Edna．　When　Mel　is　splashed　with　water
again　at　the　end　of　the　play，　we　don’t　laugh　at　his　misfortune；we　laugh
at　the　incongruity　of　the　people　upstairs　having　water　tQ　splash　hi颯with
when　aU　the　water　to　the　apartment　building　has　been　shut　Qff，　One　Qf
SimQn’s　great　strengths　as　a　comic　writer　i3　that　he　never　make＄fun　of
his　characters　but　oniy　of　the　incongruity　of　their　actioロand　words．
Simon　employs　humor　and　Iess　explicit．portraits　of　Mel　and　Edna　in
order　for　the　audience　tQ　ident1fy　with．them　more　fロ11y．　In　thiS　way
he工eads　the　audience　to　cQndemn塒odern　American＄ociety　for　its　fai耳ngs．
In　this　way　he　leads．thepa　tQ　cas㌻off－their　illusiops．
　　Albee’s　approach　is　more　intellectuaL　We　can’t　identify　directly　with
George　or　Martha．　We　have　to　think　about　them　and　why．　they・com6
to　be　the　way　they　are，　It　takes　a，g趣eat　de琴l　of　skill　tQ　show　the瓢as
victims　of　their　environment，　their　society，　rather　than　having　their　faults
derive　from　innate　individual　flaws．　In　this　case　rm　nQt§ure．Albee
fully　succeeds．　This　is　partly　because　he　also　wants　tQ　deal　with　the
theme　of　how　man　communicates　with　ma亘．　Albee　is．also　working　out
some　of　his　personal　problems　here　as　for　example　when　his　o勅1　upbring－
ing　makes　it　di伍cult　for　him　to　draw　his　female　characters　as－well　as
his　males．　Yet，　Albee　is　not　unaware　of　audience　psychology．　If　he
were　he　would　scarcely　be．a　successful　pIaywright．　He　uses　a　great　deal
of　humor　to　soften　and　make∬1Qre　acceptable　the　brutaL　verbal　battles
of　George　and　Martha．　Some　of　the＄cenes　in　Act　One　are　genuinely
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　らfunny．　Geofge’s　shooting　Martha　with　the　toy　shotgun’or　thrbWing　snap・
dragons　at　Martha　and　Nick　in　Act　Thr6e　are　6ther　examples．
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　　Both　playwrights　are　concerned　with　the　teaching　emotion．　Albee　con－
tinues　to　use　symbols　such　as　names，　childlessness，　etc．　But　his　main
method　of　communication　is　to　say　it　is　the　combination　of　kindness　and
cruelty　that　is　the　teaching　emotion．　Simon’s　symbols　are　things　like　the
apartment　on　2nd　Avenue，　throwing　water　and　musical　whiskey　pourers．
They　take　meaning　only　in　the　immediate　environment　of　the　play．　His
teaching　emotion　is　the　combination　of　humor　and　pathos．　The　scene
in　which　Mel　blames　the　human　race　for　his　troubles　brings　tears　and
laughter　at　one　and　the　same　time．
　　It　is　unlikely　that　either　U7ho’s　／1ノ》raid　o∫　Virginia　砿ooげP　or　7「he
PrisonerげSecond／10θ〃ue　will　become　works　of　lasting　Iiterary　value．
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They　are　both　too　topical．　They　are　too　tied　to　one　place　and　time　and
people－America　and　Americans　of　the　late　mid－twentieth　century．　It
more　likely　that　Albee’s　will　be　the　more　lasting　work　because　he　does
deal　with　some　universal　themes　such　as　cruelty　and　man　communicating
with　his　fellow　lnan．　Simon’s　jokes　have　to　be　adapted　even　now　when
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the　play量s　presented　a　mere　eight　years　later．　However，　both　works　are
significant　contributions　to　American　dramaturgy　at　this　point　in　time．
As　Edythe　M．　McGovern　states　in　her　review　of　Simon’s　work，“＿this
very　funny　play　dealing　with　crime，　crowding　and　unemployment　makes
more　cogent　comments　on　the　ills　of　twentieth　century　society　than　do
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many　plays　purported　to　be　dramas．”　That　it　does．　It　also　has　much
in　common　with　one　of　those　great　dralnas，　Who’ε∠4／inidげy〃’ginia
Woolf～and　has　much　to　say　about　complacency，　cruelty　and　vacuity．
Like　Albee’s　play，　The　PrisonerげSecond／1venue，‘‘transcends　the　per－
sonal　and　the　private，　and　has　something　to　do　with　the　anguish　of　us
　（18）
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Notes
Neil　Simon，7¶he　Prisoner（ゾSecond　Avenue（New　York；Samuel　French，
1972）
Edward　Albee，　Who’εノ1fraid　qプVirginia　Woolf～　（New　York：　Pocket
Book，1977）
Ronald　Hayman，　Contemporary　Playwrights　：　E伽ard　Albee　（London：
Heinemann，1971），　p．31．　　，
Hayman，　p．31，
Albee，　p．2．
Hayman，　p．31．
Hayman，　p．33．
Albee，　p．140．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　’
Edythe　M．　McGovern，ムreil　Simon：！1　C〃’加1　Study（New　York：Fre・
derick　Unger　Publishillg¢o．，1978），　p．97．
Simon，　P．5．
Albee，　p、117．
Simon，　P．29．
Simon，　P，43．
Hayman，　P．44．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　『
Topical　here　refers　to　journalistic　plays．　Edward　A．　Wright　in砺〃・
standing　Today’s．　Thea〃θ，（Englewood　Cliffs，　NJ．：　Prentice。Hall，1959）
pp，61－61．　says　a　joumalistic　play　is‘‘．．．one　that　is　written　for　a　give琵
time　and　a　given　audience，　Iargely　because　that　particular　type　of　play
or　that　subject　seems　to　lbe　popular　at　that　moment．”　Both　Albee　and
Simon’s　p董ays　are　journalistic　ロnder　this　de丘ni亡ioll　as　oPPosed　to
Shakespeare’s　or　Moliere’s　which　are　more　universal　in　appeal　and　are
therefore　called　literary．
Lines　such　as　those　which　occur　in　the　newscast　at　the　end　of　Act
One　scene　2　illustrate　this　point．
　　　‘‘＿This　is　Rodger　Keating　and　the　Six　O’clock　Report＿No　word
　　　yet　on　the　unsolved　mugging　and　robbing．Iate　Iast　night　of　New
　　　York　State　Governor　Nelson　RQckefeller　on　Sixth　Avenue　and
　　　48th　Street．．．・・
and　later　on　the　same　page：
　　　‘‘Do　you　still　feel　this　way　despite　the　fact　that　President　Nixon
　　　has　threatelled　to　bring　ill　the　National　Guard　to　run　the　courts～”
　　　In　the　recent　production　of　this　play　which　opened　at　the　Tokyo
＿112一
　　　　　　　　American　Club　on　November　19，1981，　I　as　the　director　had　to
　　　　　　　　change　the　above　lines　to　refer　to　the　present　incumbents　of　those
　　　　　　　　two　oMces．　The　joke　still　worked，　but　I　wonder　for　how　many
　　　　　　　　more　years　it　will　still　be　possible　to　do　this　kind　of　minor　repair
　　　　　　　　work．
（17）McGovem，　p．98．
（18）　Hayman，　p．44．
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